
 

 

 

My Strategic Business Model  

There are 7 primary strategies that tend to work best when building a successful business for coaches.  Some will chose only one primary 
strategy, and others will “mix and match” to build a business that makes the biggest impact. 

1. Custom Offerings – these are time intensive and lucrative projects such as consulting projects or training programs that you design 
and/or customize for the client. 

2. High End 1:1 – these are 1:1 relationships that give a high level of service and a large chunk of your time such as ½ or Full VIP days with 
new or existing clients; or Diamond Level Coaching Clients where they receive carte blanche access to you. 

3. Leveraged Programs – these are programs that leverage your expertise and your time for larger benefit, such as group training 
programs; or coaching programs with a group component; or a membership program.  Most material is leveraged from what you have 
already created, can be leveraged for something else, or can be repeated multiple times.   

4. Workshops/Retreats – these are programs that are offered in a ½ day to multiple day format for small or large groups.   
5. 1:1 Coaching/Mentoring packages – these are packages that clients sign up to work with you 1:1 for 3 months or longer.  Can be 

combined with other pieces to create more value.   
6. Self Study Programs/Products – these programs are designed for training that can be purchased and done on one’s own.  They should 

complement the other programs you offer and ideally be a creation or evolution from a live program or component you have already 
done.  These include Ebooks; video and audio trainings;  workbooks, etc.   

7. Engagement – these are activities that will build your list and maintain/grow your followers.  These include Ezines; blogs; vlogs; free 
training (or preview calls/webinars/videos/training series using automated emails, etc);  telesummits; free gifts; etc 
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